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1. What according to Mephistopheles is the easiest way to call up the spirit of hell? 

To Renounce the faith in God and Scriptures and the pray only to Lucifer. 
 

2. Who is Lucifer? 

       Lucifer is the ruler of hell. 
 

3.  How does Dr.Faustus teach a lesson to the knight who insulted him? 

       Dr.Faustus teach a lesson to the knight come back with two horns on his head. He    

       disregards  Faustus skill and insults him. 

 

4.  Why cannot Dr. Faustus turn to the right path?  

Dr. Faustus realizes, because he has given up his soul to the devil in order to enjoy 

the  worldly   pleasures. 

 

5.  What does Dr. Faustus’s life show? 

        Dr. Faustus life serves a “heavenly powers”. 

 

6. Who is Face? 

       Face is Jeremy, the butler in the house of Lovewit.  Who leaves his house in the  

charge  of  Jeremy. 

7. Who is Drugger? 

            Drugger is a tobacconist. He approaches Subtle in order to get his advice. He should 

 Install  the door and the shelves in his new shop. 
 

8. Why did Kastril come to the learn? 

       Because he wants to learn the “Art of quarrelling”. 
 

9. Why is Face called as Lungs? 

       Because the duty of face in the Laboratory is to blow upon the coals in the furnace. 
 

10. Why did Lovewit forgive his butler? 

       Lovewit forgives his butler because he feels indepted to him as it is he who made him  

       marry  Dame Pliant the rich, young widow. 
 

11. What does Mrs. Hardcastle complain? 

       Mrs. Hardcastle complains about the dullness of country life.  She is not satisfied  

    with their old rumbling mansion and an inn. She doesn’t like to hear herself referred   

      to as  on  old wife. 

 

 



12. How does Mrs. Hardcastle spoil Tony? 

Tony is Consumptive, she has spoiled him by not sending him to school. Tony will 

get  fifteen hundred a year, she thinks he can manage without learning. 

 

13. What is Hardcastle’s  opinion of Tony? 

 Hardcastle knows that Tony is good for only tricks and mischief feels that the stable 

are  the  suitable place for him. 

 

14. How does Miss. Hardcastle win Marlow? 

By stooping herself to the role of a barmaid. Miss. Hardcastle wins Marlow. 

 

15. How is Mrs. Hardcastle’s plan defeated? 

Mrs. Hardcastle’s declared that Tony has been of age these three months. Tony 

formally renounce Miss. Neville and lets her free to marry any one she chooses. Mrs. 

Hardcastle’s   plan  of  keeping Miss. Neville’s fortune is defeated. 

 

16. What is Higgin’s ability? 

Higgins has the ability to determine where the person comes from simply by listening 

to that  persons speech. 

 

17. Why does Eliza come to Higgins’s houses? 

Eliza come to Higgins’s house  to take lesson from Higgins so that she may sound 

gentle enough  to work in flower shop. 

 

18. How did Pickering treat Eliza? 

Pickering always treated Eliza as a duchess and taught herself – respect. 

 

19. What happens at the end of six months? 

Eliza is transformed from the Cockney flower girl to a beautiful elegant woman at the 

end of six months. 

  

20. How does Higgins treat Eliza? 

Higgins has no soft corner for Eliza. He knows that Eliza loves Freddy but he wounds 

her feelings  by telling her that Freddy is a fool. 

 

21. How does the play  end? 

The play ends with a notes of hope that the tramps would come the nextday with a 

piece  of  rope  to hang themselves. 

 

22. What does Vladimir ask the boy to do? 

Vladimir asks the boy to tell  Mr. Godot that he saw Vladimir and Estragon. 

 

23. What is the subject of the play? 

The subject of the play is human characteristic of waiting for something in life. 

 

24. What does Godot do to the boys? 

Godot  feeds the boy and his brother and allows them to sleep in his hay loft. 

 

25. What do you know about lucky? 

 Lucky is Pozzo’s  slave. He is very faithful to him and never tries to runaway. They are 

closely  bound together. 


